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Abstract---This study aims to find out (1). Anarchist demonstrations (2). How to control anarchist demonstrations (3). Model faces demonstration. The research method is a qualitative approach, to describe the demonstration case. Data collection techniques through questionnaires, observations, interviews, and documentation studies. The data sources used are primary and secondary. Conclusion: (a). Anarchist demonstration is a superficial understanding of issues, demands, with collective expression and action. (b). Strategic analysis can control anarchist actions (c). Barracuda model brain, arrival, and action, as an alternative solution to reduce demonstrations.
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Introduction

Anarchist demonstrations can have repercussions, resulting in great losses both materially and mentally. The impact on the public interest is hampered, damage to public facilities, also affects many protesters who suffer physical accidents, damage and loss of goods, on security forces, accidents occur, fatigue, as well as on other residents who witnessed, and also on those who did not involved in the anarchist demonstration. The phenomenon of demonstrations often occurs in big cities, as well as in the city of Makassar. The South Sulawesi Police Mobile Brigade unit in terms of handling anarchist demonstrations requires special handling. Requires precise strategies that can create alternatives as solutions. A solutive, responsive and anticipatory strategy for all forms of demonstrations on a large or small scale (Deta & Widha, 2013; Halim, 2012).

Anarchist demonstrations need to be handled with several actions, including preventive and repressive. There are obstacles faced by the South Sulawesi Regional Police in tackling anarchist demonstrations, namely the lack of adequate personnel so that there is an imbalance between demonstrators and the number of personnel. So that the conditions that occur indicate that the number of
personnel, although not balanced, is still used to handling anarchist demonstrations, because it has strategic strength, however it needs support from various parties accompanied by complete facilities (Andiansah, 2010).

Many efforts have been made to deal with these demonstrations, in every handling of demonstrations in the city of Makassar, namely as an effort to prepare for socialization by giving appeals to demonstrators so that they are not anarchists, conducting demonstrations by the dean in a polite, aspirational manner, so that the ideas conveyed can be accepted by the public. well, notifying and copying to the relevant agencies that are the venue for the demonstration (Yudasena et al., 2021). The countermeasure is to take firm action against the perpetrators of anarchist demonstrations, namely vandalism by mobilizing large numbers of people during demonstrations. The motor of mass propulsion that provokes the masses to destroy public facilities (Mahendra et al., 2016).

Demonstrations carried out by students, which were carried out by the public interest which led to violence. The tendency towards violence was clashes between the demonstrators and the assigned personnel and security forces. Officials who are judged not to be pro-students will add to the violent atmosphere because their actions are always monitored and blocked. Violence is a social phenomenon that is often and repeatedly perpetrated by demonstrators and personnel, intentionally or unintentionally (Handhika, 2010; Jagantara et al., 2014). Doing violence because it is driven by hatred and inequality that is not in accordance with human expectations and values. So it is necessary to review, examine, analyze and describe the strategic elements as follows:

- Strategic planning.
- Strategic implementation.
- Strategic evaluation.

**Method**

This study aims to find out:

- A complete description of the demonstration countermeasures strategy.
- The concept of countering anarchic actions.
- Sociological humanist based control.

Data collection techniques:

- Interviews with key volunteers.
- Survey to the location where the demonstration is located.

Study the literature to complement the theory. Conclusion: After the discussion, conclusions can be drawn, namely:

- Received the support of informants consisting of the Battalion Commander, Brimob members, students, NGOs and community leaders.
- Focus on strategic management in overcoming anarchist demonstrations.
Obtain strategic concepts in planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation in handling demonstrations conducted by the South Sulawesi Police Mobile Brigade Unit.

Result

The results of the study are in the form of data obtained from the field which will be described as the basis for the preparation of the arrangement in the planning which will be formulated into a vision and mission as well as objectives that will be carried out according to the schedule in the planning, while supervision will be carried out every time there is a demonstration activity taking place where the demonstration takes place, which in the end was evaluated using which model was suitable for use in the demonstration in the city of Makassar, the procedure with the main tasks and functions (Lestari, 2012; Ma’rifatun et al., 2014).

In making various preparations in dealing with using operational strategies in overcoming anarchic actions in the jurisdiction of the South Sulawesi Regional Police. Psychological support and motives that appear in anarchist demonstrations require support from the community and related agencies, to overcome the situation and conditions in the field where anarchist demonstrations occur. The repressive actions carried out by the authorities as a trigger for chaos occurred which led to problems, as a counter-productive action in overcoming the anarchic demonstrations that occurred in the city of Makassar (Aditya, 2017). Handling of anarchic demonstrations is always carried out in three stages, namely as follows:

- Stages in preparation.
- Stages in implementation.
- Stages of consolidation.

As for the internal problem factors, namely: there is still a lack of coordination between units within the regional police, while the problem is external factors, namely people who are easily provoked rather than thinking logically, and pragmatic attitudes in view of building the future (Januarzah, 2017). The form of handling in the anarchist demonstrations that occurred in Makassar is that every police officer is allowed to act in dealing with anarchic demonstrations, based on his own assumptions and judgments, but not based on security procedures and provisions, in creating order and security that prioritizes the public interest (Aryani, 2011).

The phenomenon that occurs in anarchy demonstrations, which is often seen in demonstrations, requires serious handling and it must be understood that acts of anarchy demonstrations have a close causal relationship with acts of violence that have an impact on society that is not good and needs attention. Anarchic actions that are accompanied by the treatment of mass violence, seem to be used as a tool to suppress aspirations as actions that are forced on all elements of society, to get involved and participate in demonstrations to be able to change policies that are considered detrimental to society which have been considered injustice (Fragusty, 2019).
Police policy in carrying out repressive actions against anarchist demonstrators as retaliation for aggressive actions by previous demonstrators such as cursing, throwing small stones, and even hitting. Tendency to take aggressive action against anarchist demonstrators while on duty in securing demonstrations in Makassar. As an act of counter-aggression against demonstrators, such as reactive acts of aggression, there is no concept of acts of aggression carried out by demonstrators, such as insults and insults to their targets. Acts of physical aggression such as hitting and kicking demonstrators, are reactions to demonstrators carried out by previous demonstrators by throwing, hitting personnel if they fall (Mulyani, 2014; Sapari & Kurniati, 2011).

**Strategic factors for countering demonstrations**

Factors that support in overcoming anarchist demonstrations are: The dominant leadership factor in overcoming anarchist demonstrations based on rules and procedures and provisions, to create order by establishing disciplinary principles. Like:

- Peace culture factor.
- Appreciating the noble values of the Makassar Bugis tradition.
- Upholding truth and honesty.
- Participate in realizing in solving problems that arise.

The role of information systems is very decisive in managing any problems that arise quickly and correctly. Shaping public perceptions related to demonstrations, providing convenience in information received by the community and demonstration actors. The apparatus factor in dealing with demonstrators is determined by the professional ability of the apparatus itself, in maintaining and creating security and order, as well as creating comfort and safety for the people of Makassar. The professionalism of the Sulawesi Police Mobile Brigade apparatus is able to maintain and carry out preventive and repressive measures in tackling demonstrators in accordance with fair rules (Willems, 2004; Burton & Hinton, 2010).

The inhibiting factor in overcoming the demonstrators, and for security which is feared that there will be no support in case of riots (Romadhon, 2020). Changes in the map of demonstrators are increasingly complex which requires every Brimob personnel to act professionally, quickly and responsively in order to create security. The humanist mobile brigade leadership style factor can influence in creating peace and stability in political, national and state life (Grubich et al., 2008; Weber et al., 2013). The role of leadership is very strategic and important in creating a conducive Makassar, as one of the successes in achieving the goal of order and security (Alam, 2015). The role of mobile brigade units in handling anarchic demonstrations in resolving conflicts from the impact of demonstrators through mediation to obtaining a just settlement. Improving the professionalism of mobile Brigade members, and adding facilities and equipment, as well as increasing the accommodation budget in handling demonstrations, improving the coordination of the South Sulawesi Police Mobile Brigade personnel (Rohmiyati, 2016).
Figure 1. The "Barracuda" prototype model for overcoming anarchist demonstrations
Source: Taufik Iskandar

**Strategic model for handling demonstrations**

Strategic prototype models in tackling anarchist demonstrations with Barracuda models such as: Brain Prototype, Arrival Prototype, Action Prototype, Understanding Prototype, Democratic Governance Prototype. Prototype models like this can overcome alternatives as a solution in an effort to overcome anarchist demonstrations. The prototype model is an alternative in solving problems that arise from the demonstration (Giouroudi et al., 2008; Ghiggeri et al., 1984).

**Brain system prototype**

Functions in every expression of opinion must be accompanied by knowledge, reasons, data and evidence about the object to be discussed which is supported by experience in each person or group before taking action in handling demonstrations. Therefore, every time conveying ideas, ideas and opinions, brainstorming in the implementation of tackling demonstrations must be equipped with a systematic set. Brainstorming is an alternative method of coping as a solution in overcoming problems (Minter & Reid, 2007). with creative ideas that encourage members of the Mobile Brigade to take action in tackling demonstrations. Brainstorming as a standard form for ideas, opinions, alternatives in the development of problem solving solutions.
Arrival system prototype

The arrival system is the arrival of the solution because the arrival of the mobile brigade personnel to overcome the solution of the demonstration. In relation to the handling of abarkist demonstrations, what is meant is that before conducting a demonstration for demonstrators to express their opinions politely, in the delivery process it is necessary to be well prepared. Likewise, every demonstrator must know and understand the situation and condition of the location as a demonstration venue. The arrival system in countermeasures, as a demand for demonstrations, must be carried out wisely and responsibly, by carrying out discussions and negotiations to find solutions for both parties. Negotiation statements, whether accepted or rejected, require logical reasons that can be accepted by all parties. Openness is the truth to gain the trust of all parties, if you get trust, the opportunities for policy are getting better (Sharma, 2007; Qualls et al., 2017).

Action system prototype

An action system that can describe physical actions performed by Mobile Brigade personnel, but can also describe spiritual mental actions, such as thinking, imagining, and forming. In repeating the demonstration as a legitimate demonstration carried out by various elements of society, including students and other organizations to express opinions. Demonstrations which are a form of expression of productive elements of society from the demands of circumstances, reality, which are not aspirative as a manifestation of the form of public education (Roy et al., 2009; Subar et al., 1995).

Understanding system prototype

The concept of a real understanding system to understand the rules and public interest that can fulfill aspirations as a form of respect for the rights of individuals and society. Healthy demonstrations do not carry out anarchy and damage public facilities, as a public service system, which needs to be controlled through demonstrations that need to be addressed by the security forces so that demonstrations can be controlled that do not harm all parties, so as to create public order and peace in accordance with the regulations of the State Police. Professional Republic of Indonesia, regulated in Law No. 2 of 2002.

Democratic type of government

Every demonstration must always prioritize collaboration between elements of the community, students, police officers, as the basis of public policy as a basis for unifying the vision as elements of interdependence, relationships and trust that must be fostered into reciprocity and togetherness. In a democratic system, every citizen, group and organization has the same opportunity to express their opinions and demands. This is different from other countries that do not adhere to democratic ideology, where the opportunity to submit demands and opinions is very limited and only the ruling group is the decision maker and has power. Aspirations and demands are channeled through political parties, which carry out their duties and functions as party officials in carrying out their political
communications, having an interest in conveying and channeling their various demands (Nur et al., 2021; Susanty et al., 2021).

Conclusion

Baracuda’s renewal concept as a prototype strategy to overcome anarchist demonstrations is as follows:

- Brain.
- Arrivals.
- Actions.
- Understanding.
- Democratic Governance.

An alternative model of baracuda that can provide solutions in providing solutions to overcome and the impact of anarchist demonstrations. A model that becomes a problem-solving model towards good, democratic governance by involving components that are consistently advanced.
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